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Series of Maxima in the Field Dependent Magnetic Moment of Layered Superconductors
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Magnetic moment measurements on niobium/copper multilayers by means of a torque magnetometer
exhibit a series of maxima at specific field strengths H~ when the applied magnetic field makes a small
angle with the plane of the superconducting layers. These maxima are shown to be closely related to
rearrangements of the parallel vortex system, during which an increasing number of vortex chains is
formed in the sample.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Ad, 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Jg, 74.76.Db

Over the last few years intrinsic pinning of vortices in

layered superconductors has been widely discussed [1-4].
An interesting consequence of this eff'ect is the possibility
of a kinked vortex structure [5-81 when a magnetic field
H is applied almost parallel to the layered structure. The
vortices consist of long in-plane parts separated by short
kinks making a kink angle Ok with the superconducting
planes [(x,y) plane] that is larger than the mean tilt an-

gle 0. One expects then that the sublattice formed by
these in-plane parts governs the entering of vortices into a
layered material. The in-plane parts of the vortices will

thereby also control the magnitude of the in-plane critical
current j„which is directly proportional to the magnetic
moment M„due to the kinks. Consequently, one expects
to see characteristic features in the field dependence of
M, whenever the configuration of the in-plane vortex sys-
tem changes. The possibility of such a configuration
change is substantiated by early experiments of Guimpel
et al. [9] on thick Nb/Cu multilayers showing one peak
above H, ~ in the field dependence of the Aux expulsion of
a magnetic field parallel to the (x,y) plane. It corre-
sponds to the field where the vortex-vortex interaction be-
comes important and vortices, which above H, t had dis-
tributed themselves along the x axis in the middle of the
sample, start to form a two-dimensional array. On the
basis of Monte Carlo simulations described below we
come to the conclusion that not only one peak but a whole
series of peaks should be observable in thin Nb/Cu multi-
layers (i.e., where the penetration depth X„» is larger than
the total thickness D of the multilayer). The regime

X~~ & D can be realized in multilayers with individual
layer thicknesses d= („where (, is the coherence length
parallel to the z axis [10]. In Nb/Cu multilayers this im-

plies d =10 and D (400 nm. In this Letter we report on
the observation of series of maxima (in some samples up
to six) in M, when H is increased from H, t to H, 2, and
show that these maxima are closely related to specific
(field dependent) multichain configurations of the in-

plane vortices.
Niobium/copper multilayers are grown on sapphire

substrates (A1203 1102) at ambient temperatures in a
two-electron-gun UHV evaporation chamber. During
deposition at a rate of 0.15 nm/s, the base pressure of
10 Pa increases only to —10 Pa. Several tech-
niques are used for characterization of the samples. First
and second order Bragg peaks as well as low angle
diAraction at the interfaces are observed by means of 0-
28 x-ray diffraction (XRD). Rutherford backscattering
measurements confirm the periodic structure while the
obtained layer thicknesses agree within a few percent
with those found from XRD and quartz crystal thickness
monitors. The thirty multilayers that have been investi-

gated, with thicknesses ranging from D=120 to D=400
nm, all exhibit series of maxima that can be explained by
the same mechanism. For a quantitative comparison
with calculations we consider here, however, only the
data for one sample with an internal structure consisting
of fifteen alternately deposited layers of 10 nm Cu and 10
nm Nb, covered by outer copper layers of 50 nm that
prevent surface superconductivity. The surface area is

0.75 x 10 mm along the x and y axes, respectively.
Transport measurements with a standard four point tech-
nique give a critical temperature of T, =6.0 K and an an-

isotropy of g„y/g, =1.23 which are both confirmed by the
data obtained in torque experiments. Since the in-plane
coherence length is g„~ =16.1 ~ 1.7 nm [11]we thus have

g, =13.1 nm.
A capacitance torque magnetometer with a sensitivity

of 10 N m is used for the determination of the magnet-
ic moment of the multilayers [12]. It fits into a helium

bath cryostat which is placed in a 1.5 T electromagnet
with an angular resolution of 0.05 . A typical measure-
ment with 0=1 and the field almost parallel to the
length of the sample (y direction) is given in Fig. 1. It
exhibits a strongly peaked field dependence of the mag-
netic moment I,.

In order to show that the characteristic peaks are inti-

mately related to the configuration of the in-plane vortex
parts, we now describe step by step how vortices enter the
film when a field parallel to the y axis is continuously in-
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where z = —D/2 and z =D/2 are the top and bottom
planes of the film. The total microscopic field h(x, z)
along the y axis can be represented as h(x, z) =h~(z)
+ h 2(x, z), where the Meissner field h ~ (z) is

creased. Within the London approximation the thermo-
dynamic potential per unit vortex length is given by
[13,14]

hi(z) = ppH Z

cosh (D/2X„~ )
cosh

y =go+8(x —x„)[B(z—z„)—6'(z+z, —D) ],
in which the summation on n is over all vortex positions
{x„;z„]inside the film, and tto is the IIux quantum. The
solution can be written as

The field h2(x, z) due to the vortices is calculated by us-

ing image vortices in order to ensure zero current across
the boundaries of the film. It obeys the equation h2

~,'(a'r, /ax') —~„',(a'i, /az') =ll (x,z), where the
function p(x, z) is periodic in the z direction with a
period equal to 2D [summation on N in Eq. (3)]. In the
interval —D/2 & z & 3D/2, it is given by

h2(x, z) =—iso ~ dq„ 1 z 1

D " -" 2~ ~ I+X' '+ (~NX /D) ' . exp iq„(x —x„)+irrN rrN + rrN (3)

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), one obtains, in the limit where (,«D & k„~, that

F= — H d
2

4' pp Xxykz 2

with

1+
4z„'

H, t D

(4)

+ —g ln
1

2 num

cosh [re„,(x„—x )/k, D] +cos [rr(z„+z )/D]
cosh [nk„~ (x„—x )/A, ,D] cos[rr(z„——z )/D]

(6)
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FIG. 1. Field dependence of the magnetic moment M, mea-
sured with the applied field H at 0=1 . The curves were ob-
tained at temperatures T =18, T =23, T =27, T =32,
T=3.7, and T=4. l K (from top to bottom). The letters A-F
refer to the vortex distributions shown in Fig. 3.

The lower critical field H, ~ is determined by requiring
!that the energy of a vortex at the surface of the film nm, and D =300 nm we obtain from Eq. (6) that

equals that of a vortex at the center. One finds ppH, i =0.037 T, which is in good agreement with the
first peak position ppH, ~

=0.040 T in Fig. 1. The slight

difference is due to the uncertainty in D as a result of the
&DkD X, thick top and bottom copper layers. The absence of a

By ustng the expertmental values p /p 0 Q I g ] 3 I
temperature dependence in the first peak position is a

confirmation of Eq. (6) and indicates clearly that we are
in the X„~)D limit (unlike the case of Ref. [9]).

For H & H, i vortices begin to enter the sample, and as

a result of the Bean-Livingstone barrier, they arrange

E 4- H themselves as a single chain in the middle of the film. As

an illustration of the behavior of Eq. (5) the function G is
CO plotted in Fig. 2 for the special case where this chain

!
is allowed to split into a double chain (z2„=u, zz„~~

2- = —u). Clearly there is a characteristic field H*
=2.48H, i at which a splitting of the single minimum

occurs. Surprisingly the symmetric minima occur almost~ perfectly at u =+ D/6 and the double chain divides the

sample into three equally thick parts. This is by no

means a trivial result since the closest vortex-mirror vor-

tex separation is 2D/3.
In order to explore the behavior of the vortex system at

higher fields in more detail we performed a simulation in-

cluding sixty vortices. They are positioned in a layer of
thickness D and width L which is repeated along the x
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FIG. 2. Normalized Gibbs free energy plotted as a function
of the chain splitting u (minimized over the vortex distance x in

the chains) for several values of the applied field H From top.
to bottom: H=1.6, H=1.8, H=2.0, H=2. 2, H=2.4, H=2. 6,
H=2. 8, H=3.0, and H=3.2 (in units of H, i). The splitting of
the minimum corresponds to the formation of a double chain
state as schematically indicated in the top part of the figure.
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axis, making the sample infinite in this direction. The
vortex positions jx„,z„1 as well as L (to allow for a
change of the vortex density) can vary freely. At a fixed
field the inhuence of changing L and moving each vortex
on 6 can be calculated. Actual displacements of vortices
are only allowed when G decreases (essentially T=O K).
After several iterations a stable vortex configuration is

reached (local minimum of G) and the field is slightly in-

creased for the next step in the calculation. Figure 3

shows some typical vortex configurations obtained when

using D =300 nm and (, =13.1 nm. It indicates clearly
that the vortices are organized in chains that split the
sample in equally thick parts. Comparison with the ex-
perimental data (Fig. 1) shows that on a downward slope
(A or C) there is a well defined number of chains. An in-

crease of the external field leads then just to an increasing
number of vortices per chain. This process continues on
the upward slope (D), but some instability develops as a
result of the high vortex density. At the peak position (B
or E) a rapid reorganization of the vortices from an n

chain to an (n+ 1)-chain configuration starts. At a
slightly higher field the new chains have already been nu-

cleated (F) in a substantial part of the sample. The re-
markable correlation between simulation and experimen-
tal results shows that the rearrangements of the in-plane
vortex system play a decisive role in the determination of
the magnetic moment M, which is essentially due to the
vortex kinks. To our knowledge this is the first demon-
stration of this interrelation although the interaction be-
tween "parallel" and "perpendicular" vortex species has
recently been discussed in a diA'erent context [15,16]. It
is important to point out that the formation of chains is

not governed by the periodic structure of the multilayer.
In the simulation presented here, the multilayer is simply
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FIG. 3. Vortex distributions obtained in numerical calcula-
tions for the six field values indicated by the letters A to F in

Fig. l. (A) H =0.068 T. The single chain is formed above H, i

(B) H =0.092 T. When M, starts decreasing in the experimen-
tal data a reorganization takes place in the simulation. (C)
H =0.154 T. As M decreases continuously the vortices are or-
ganized in chains in which the density increases with increasing
H. The chains split the sample into three equally thick parts.
(D) H =0.325 T. On the upward slope in the measurement the
triple chain configuration (that splits the sample in four) exhib-
its instabilities due to the high vortex density in the chains. (E)
H =0,358 T. At the peak position another reorganization of the
vortex lattice starts taking place. (F) H =0.379 T. At a slight-
ly higher field the quadruple chain appears locally. Note that
for clarity an expanded x scale is used for the lower two figures.
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treated as an anisotropic superconductor. In fact, addi-
tion of an appropriate periodic pinning potential to ac-
count for intrinsic pinning has no influence on the general
behavior of chain formation (its influence is too small).
We used multilayers only to synthesize samples with a
large penetration depth so as to be able to satisfy simul-
taneously the conditions X,y & D and D &)g, .

Figure 1 shows explicitly that the positions H~ of the
maxima are virtually temperature independent. Howev-
er, the number of observed peaks does vary with tempera-
ture. This is due to the fact that the upper critical field
H, z of a film with thickness D)&(, is given by the three-
dimensional value

0
QOHc2 = cx 7 —7

2tr(„y(,
(7)

because the distance between vortex layers is smaller than
D. Thus, when the temperature of the sample increases,
H, (2T) decreases and the peaks disappear one by one
while their positions remain constant (Fig. I).

In conclusion, torque magnetic moment measurements
on artificially layered superconducting films in nearly
parallel fields exhibit a series of maxima at specific field
strengths H~. This originates from a vortex chain forma-
tion process, which is only possible at small angles
(0 (5') where large parts of the vortices are parallel to
the film plane. The values of Hjv show virtually no tem-
perature dependence. However, more maxima are ob-
served at lower temperatures as H, 2 moves to higher
fields. A detailed report on the angular dependence of
the peaks in j, and the influence of the geometry of the
sample on the peak heights will be published elsewhere.
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